YOU ARE INVITED TO

The CYBUY VENDOR SHOW

MAY 2, 2018
12:30-3:00PM
MEMORIAL UNION
GREAT HALL & OAK ROOM

MEET WITH CYBUY VENDORS
DISCUSS & VIEW NEW PRODUCTS
ENJOY REFRESHMENTS
WIN DOOR PRIZES!

ATTENDING VENDORS INCLUDE

*AIRGAS * B&H PHOTO * BIO-RAD * CDWG * OFFICE DEPOT*
*CENTRAL STORES * CHEMISTRY STORES * CRESCENT ELECTRIC * DELL*
*EPPENDORF * FISHER SCIENTIFIC * GRAINGER * GRAYBAR * HENRY SCHEIN*
*HP * LASER RESOURCES * THERMO FISHER * MCKESSON * MEDLINE*
*NEWARK * NEW ENGLAND BIOLABS * PRAXAIR * PROMEGA*
*SUPPLYWORKS * VWR*
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